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Democracy in action

By Bertie Armstrong, Chief Executive, SFF

It has been dubbed as a ‘breach of trust’
and a ‘failure of governance’ – two sadly
accurate assessments of the debacle
surrounding the original decisions for
the new management arrangements
for the Marine Protected Areas (MPAs).
However, given the lack of balanced
judgement over the issue and the
subsequent groundswell of protest from
the fishing communities impacted, the
Holyrood lead committee (Rural Affairs)
has requested a delay in laying the
legislation until it has heard the evidence.
The whole consultation process was a long
and gruelling process, but one which we
readily participated in so as to help create a

coherent framework of MPAs to achieve the
twin objectives of marine conservation and the
continuation of sustainable fishing. That was
the original Scottish Government objective
too and an integral part of the framework of
the plan.
Over a four-year period of collaboration
between Government and other stakeholders
such as the environmental lobby, we agreed
upon guidelines on features and habitats to be
protected and how areas would be selected.
A two-year programme of workshops all
around the coasts, with lots of compromise and
sacrifice, worked out the final detail including
recommendations on the management
measures that would meet the marine

protection objectives. These were endorsed
by the Government’s statutory nature adviser
Scottish Natural Heritage and released as a
consultation. A socio-economic analysis was
done by Government.
We therefore thought that we knew where
we were with MPAs, given the transparent
process. Then, Rural Affairs Secretary Richard
Lochhead made his announcement on the
first tranche of MPAs. Four of them, to our
astonishment, contained measures much
more constricting than those discussed and
consulted upon, and which would do real
economic damage to local communities. In
Tobermory, for example, the unheralded
measures would shut down bad-weather
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and winter fishing areas, threatening two
vessels, a small processing factory and 17
jobs in total. In national terms not exactly
a disaster, but in Isle of Mull terms, a proper
killer blow. And all for nothing, given
that proper protection had already been
seemingly agreed during the consultation.
With that as one of many unpredicted
impacts, we met Richard Lochhead, taking
along some of his victims to ask for an
extension of time to make the economic
case. His response was to dig his heels
in, declaring that he is protecting the
environment and refusing an extension.
Instead, he has said that he will listen to
“new and additional information which
may emerge”.
Actually, we already gave him that –
straight from the mouths of those affected
when we met him. Horrifyingly, whatever
analysis he had from his own administration,
they do not seem to have informed him of
the consequences of his decisions.
And so we get to the failure of governance.
Protection of the environment was already
assured by measures worked up in the
Government’s own process and endorsed
by its own scientific adviser. The concept
of MPAs is something we support – but
what we are against is incoherent decisionmaking.
The components of failure are clear – we
had a completely satisfactory selection
mechanism, accompanied it would seem
by an incompetent process to inform the
Minister of the consequences of his actions.
At the time of publication, the decisions
are being scrutinised by the Rural Affairs
Committee of the Scottish Parliament.
Having considered the matter initially, the
committee requested that the executing
legal instruments be withheld until the
committee had sought further evidence,
which will be heard in late September.
Whatever the end result, this is democracy
in action, scrutinising the balance in
government proposals.

Difficult times for
pelagic sector
The marketing situation for mackerel
remains very difficult at the moment,
with the closure of the Russian market
and Nigeria not taking any fish at the
moment because of a lack of hard
currency.
Hopefully, the Nigerian situation will be
temporary, but there is another cloud looming
on the horizon in the shape of the EU allowing
reduced tariff level concessions of imports of
Norwegian pelagic fish into Europe, including
mackerel. The new protocol, which will run
until 2021, will also permit an additional
4,000 tonnes of herring to be imported. It
would simply make a difficult situation even
worse and the Scottish Pelagic Fishermen’s
Association is urging our politicians to reject
this proposal and not to ratify it when it comes
before Council.
Recent ICES advice states that the North
Sea herring stock is in good shape, with strong
recruitment last year meaning there is the
potential for a 16% increase in quota for 2016.
This year’s overall herring fishery in the North
Sea and West Coast has been good, with fish
plentiful and prices slightly up on last year.

However, the pelagic sector has a problem
on the West Coast with herring. There are
two distinct herring stocks in the western
area – northern and southern – with ICES
assessing them as separate entities.
Indeed, in 2008 the Scottish pelagic sector
put forward a management plan for the West
Coast northern stock that led to Marine
Stewardship Council certification three
years ago. But now ICES says it can no longer
substantiate two separate assessments of the
stock and instead have combined both stocks
into one assessment, covering the whole West
Coast.
On this basis, ICES maintains that the stock
is in poor condition and is recommending a
zero TAC for 2016. Our fishermen believe
this advice is inaccurate and maintain that if
the stock was in poor shape, then they would
have detected this in their own catches. This
is likely to be a major bone of contention at
the forthcoming quota discussions.
In overall terms, the autumn negotiations
are likely to be very difficult, especially since
there is no current international agreement
for blue whiting and Atlanto-Scandian herring.

SFF Services donates £1m to Scottish
Fishermen’s Trust
The total amount of funding donated
by SFF Ser vices Limited to the
Scottish Fishermen’s Trust (SFT)
since SFT was established in 2000
h a s e x c e e d e d £ 1 m f o l l ow i n g a
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contribution of £100,000 in 2014.
SFT was established with the aim of
providing public benefit by promoting
the protection and conservation of the
marine environment. It also promotes and

encourages the health, safety and training
of fishermen. SFT funding has helped a
wide range of industry initiatives to come
to fruition.
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Fishing and Europe
By Bertie Armstrong, Chief Executive, SFF
Europe – and our place in it – is never
far away from the forefront of politics
and passionate debate. Being part of the
EU affects all walks of life, and of course,
fishing is no different. Indeed, the very
term Common Fisheries Policy (CFP)
stokes the strongest emotions within
the fishing industry.
With a referendum on our membership
scheduled for 2017, it is important that in the
fishing industry we examine carefully what this
might mean for us. For the individual voters
involved, the fundamental question is whether
there is scope to change aspects of the CFP
that will bring a better deal inside the EU for
fishers, or, should the referendum so decide,
would leaving the EU be the best option?
If the UK votes to withdraw from the EU,
there would immediately be a fundamental
change – the UK’s long-lost control over the
greater part of the northern European fishing
grounds would be restored. Like Norway,
Iceland and the Faroes, the UK would set
its own fishing opportunities and negotiate
its own agreements with the other Coastal
States and with the EU. This is a statement
of fact rather than a killer argument for
withdrawal because, of course, there are other
factors to consider in the balance.
If the UK leaves the EU, control under
international law of the maritime space,
including fishing, out to the 200nm/median
line limits will be regained. From the industry
point of view that instinctively sounds like
a very good thing – more so if the balance
between that gain and the other effects of

leaving the EU turned out to be positive – and
of course, if the Member State home nation
governments could do a better fisheries
management job than the EU.
But what if we stayed within the EU? Well,
there is a real opportunity to influence things
for the better for fishing in the forthcoming
negotiations. It would certainly be a tragedy
if fishing were to be put on the back burner
by either or both the Scottish and UK
Governments.
There are, it would seem, some general
principles in the negotiations that have
the potential to benefit fishing. These
include the key demands of powers
flowing from Brussels not always
to it; national parliaments able
to block EU legislation; and
red tape reduction.
The one of most
interest to fishing is the
concept of the return
of greater regional
control because this
will domino to create
further benefits. And
realistically this is one of
the serious changes that
certainly suggests itself as
being achievable during the
negotiations – strengthening
in a very specific way the
new ‘regionalisation’ which was
part of the reformed CFP agreed
last year. At the moment, the legal
structure means that this ‘regionalisation’

as enshrined in the new CFP is actually more
advisory rather than a proper delegation of
management responsibility. This simply will
not do.
We urge the UK and Scottish Governments
to pursue in the negotiation process the
changes necessary to give proper regional
control; this will lead to more efficient
fisheries management which in turn will lead
to a reduction in the bureaucratic red-tape
that obstructs our industry.

Saffron takes
pride of place
at SFF office

The SFF has acquired a model of a
Scottish fishing boat that is now taking
pride of place in our meeting room.
The scale planked 44cm long model of
the Saffron INS 95 was by made Donald
Cameron, formerly of Macduff Ship Design.
The 69ft seiner was built by Herd and
Mackenzie in 1957 as Opportune II before
later being renamed Saffron. The vessel is
very typical of the type found in the Scottish
seine fleet during the sixties and seventies.

Bertie Armstrong and Donald Cameron inspect the model craft.
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Cross-channel
chaos

The Scottish Fishermen’s Federation
is backing the Scottish Government
by expressing our concerns over
the damaging effects of the crosschannel trade delays caused by the
tense situation in Calais.
Bertie Armstrong of the SFF said: “One
result of the chaotic situation caused by
high-profile disturbances at the channel
crossings has been to hold up lorry loads
of highly perishable fish and shellfish being
exported.
“While the difficulties and complexity
of the whole migrant issue are recognised,
fish and shellfish exporters from Scotland
and the rest of the UK, along with
Scottish fishermen, are working hard with
governments to put in place measures to
help protect this important element of
our trade with Europe.”

ACRUNET delivers boost
to brown crab fishery
The ACRUNET (Atlantic Crab Users Resource Network)
project has now come to an end following the successful
completion of the funding period.
The SFF was a key member of the
project, which was set up to help secure
a sustainable and profitable future for
the European brown crab industry.
The sector has been hit by a number
of challenges in recent years including
soaring fuel prices, inconsistent quality
and diminishing demand in European
markets caused in part by competition
from cheaper non-EU imports.
ACRUNET provided a transnational network
that addressed and identified factors in
improving brown crab competiveness through
international co-operation, communication
and innovation.
Objectives achieved included the building of
an industry/science interface to feed into the
management and policy for crab at regional
and international levels, and the adoption of
an accredited brown crab standard to ensure
the delivery of a high quality and sustainably
caught product. Innovative new storage and
transportation methods for crab were also
explored.
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In addition, the project completed marketing
and consumer promotions to help to
raise the profile of brown crab as a quality
foodstuff. Looking to the future, members
agreed to continue lobbying their respective
governments to improve management of the
fishery and markets.
Several Scottish vessels took the opportunity
to participate in the quality audit workstream, along with vessels from the other
partner countries, and received certificates
to mark this achievement.
Malcolm Morrison, Fisheries Policy Officer
for SFF, said: “The SFF was pleased to
participate in this project to improve the
entire supply chain for brown crab fishers,
and those who attended the meetings
were generally optimistic about the future,
particularly if management of the resource
was sensibly addressed.”
More information on the outputs from
ACRUNET can be viewed at: http://www.
acrunet.eu/acrunet-deliverables
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Greg Wood –
enjoying life at
SFF Services
With nearly a year in post, Greg
Wood continues to enjoy the varied
work life on offer at SFF Services.
Joining the Company in October 2014,
the former Inverurie Academy pupil has
fitted in well to his work environment,
providing general assistance in the
operations department.
Despite the falling oil price, 2015 is
proving to be another busy year for
SFF Services with at the end of July, 124
member vessels engaged on alternative
work opportunities; accounting for over
4500 days at sea. With vessel mobilisations
averaging 30 plus each month, Greg has
provided valuable support to the team
with regard to the issuing of vessel
contracts, collation of vessel inspection
reports and the administration of daily
progress reports to clients.
A talented young
footballer, Greg
is currently on
the books of
the Highland
L e a g u e ’s
Formartine
United FC.
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Why fishermen need to
take advantage of Seafish
funded training
Paul Maclean, 16, on the Endeavour

Trainees
head to sea
All of the students taking part
in a new initiative to encourage
youngsters to consider a career in
fishing have either completed or are
still participating in the sea-going
element of their training.
The pilot scheme led by the Scottish
Fishermen’s Federation aims to secure the
future of Scottish fishing by encouraging
a new generation of fishers to go to sea.
Under the initiative, 12 new starts ranging
in age from 16-31 recently undertook a
three week introductory and safety course
in fishing at the Scottish Maritime Academy
in Peterhead, which is now being followed
by an eight to 10 week work placement
aboard a working fishing vessel.
According to Derek Cardno, SFF Training
Officer, local skippers have responded
brilliantly by offering students places on
their vessels for the sea-going element of
the training.
“The fishing industry has become really
engaged in the process and skippers are
being very positive about this training
initiative,” says Derek.
It is envisaged that the trainees will be
able to fit in around four or five fishing
trips during their two-month placement
on a fishing vessel.
Participants who enjoy the experience
and decide that fishing is their career of
choice, will then have the opportunity to
enrol in a two year Modern Apprenticeship
course leading to a qualified deckhand
certification. On completion of this, those
looking for further advancement can
join defined career pathway training for
navigation officer or marine engineering
qualifications.
As well as the SFF, the scheme is
supported by the Scottish Maritime
Academy, Aberdeenshire Council, Skills
Development Scotland, Sunderland Marine
and the Sea Fish Industry Authority.
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Following the recent publication of the
Marine Accident Investigation Branch’s
(MAIB) annual report, the SFF’s Safety
& Training Officer says the accident
statistics underline why fishermen
must take advantage of safety training
funds available from Seafish.
According to the MAIB report, eight
fishermen lost their lives in 2014, compared
with four in 2013. The average number of
fishermen lost over the last decade is 8.5
per year.
Derek Cardno, SFF Safety & Training Officer,
says: “The fact that over eight fishermen have
lost their lives on average every year in the
last 10 should spur us all into action. At the
moment Seafish has in place a training fund
for UK fishermen who hold their mandatory
certificates. Seafish will consider providing
funding for any course that a fisherman feels
will improve his/her fishing safety awareness
or knowledge of the workings of a fishing
vessel.”
The training fund offers provision for
up to £1500, which can be drawn down
in a lump if studying for a certificate of
competency or drawn down piecemeal when
studying for short courses like ECDIS, MCA
Approved Engine Course, Medical First Aid
at Sea, Advanced Fire-fighting or General
Operators certificate in the Global Maritime
Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) to
name a few.
“If we study the statistics in the MAIB
report we can see that 10 of the vessel

losses were due to capsizing, foundering or
flooding,” added Mr Cardno.
“Stability issues and maintaining vessel
stability is recognised as a problem area
that the RNLI fishing safety team has been
promoting in its ‘Keep it Stable, Bring it
Home’ campaign. Seafish also has a very
good voluntary short course on stability.This
course along with a whole suite of other
training opportunities are delivered by all
Seafish approved training providers.
“The SFF has long had a policy of supporting
well designed and constructed courses
delivered to a high standard that will make
a difference to fishing safety. As an industry
we need to look again at the MAIB’s annual
report and improve. The funding in place
that is administered by Seafish provides UK
fishermen with a fantastic opportunity to
advance their knowledge and skills and I
would encourage fishermen to use the fund.
“Fishermen should contact the fishing
safety team at Seafish for more details
regarding applications and approvals ahead
of starting any courses.”
The MAIB Annual Report 2014 can be
viewed by entering its name in the search
field at: www.gov.uk
The RNLI’s excellent range of short
stability videos can be viewed at: www.
rnli.org by entering ‘stability video’ in the
search box, and Seafish-approved training
providers can be viewed at: www.seafish.org
by searching for ‘onshore approved trainers’.

Seafish funding is available to aid the fishing industry in safety training
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Discard
Gear Group
established

Good news on fish
stocks – but discard issue
dominates

The prospect of higher quotas for
several key Scottish fish stocks in 2016
is welcome news.
The latest scientific assessments from the
International Council for the Exploration
of the Sea (ICES) indicates that North Sea
haddock, cod and plaice stocks are all rising,
as is megrim and Rockall haddock on the
West Coast.
Although this is only the first stage in the
overall process of setting quotas for 2016,
it would seem that these stocks will be in
line for catch allocation increases in 2016.
However, according to the ICES advice, quotas
for some other stocks – such as North Sea
prawns and whiting – will fall in 2016.
This most recent advice from ICES highlights
how the strenuous efforts of our fishermen
through a large variety of conservation
measures is helping ensure that the majority
of our fish stocks are healthy and moving in
the right direction. As ever, in the dynamic
natural environment of fisheries, some stocks
will have quota cuts imposed.
However, 2016 is a pivotal year for the
Scottish fleet, given that the discard ban for
demersal fishers will start to be phased in,

which in itself will create a whole new set of
challenges for the industry. It is imperative
that the Scottish Government works closely
with the fishing industry to maximise fishing
opportunities for 2016 to help ensure the
discard ban does not unduly impact upon
fleet viability.
Many questions still remain on how the
new regime will be managed, including how
to dispose of unmarketable fish that is landed
as a consequence of the discard ban.This will
be costly and at the moment it would seem to
be the responsibility of the fishermen to bear
the cost of transport and disposal, which is
totally unacceptable and puts another unfair
burden on our hard-pressed industry.
A European Directive states that this is an
issue that national governments must address,
and we are pressing the Scottish Government
to implement the appropriate support
measures as a matter of course.
There is still much to decide on the final
workings of the discard ban as it is phased in
from 1 January 2016 – a number of questions
put forward by the Advisory Councils have
still not received satisfactory answers.

The SFF has secured advance
funding from the EMFF and Marine
Scotland for a project to develop
and trial innovative fishing gear
to reduce discard levels when
the discard ban is phased-in for
demersal fisheries from 1 January
2016.
The timing of this new project is so
critical that Marine Scotland has agreed
to advance EMFF funds ahead of the
launch of the fund later in the year. This
will facilitate a partnership involving the
SFF, Marine Scotland, Seafish, Scottish
Industry Discards Initiative, net-makers
and fishermen.
The first phase will run from now until
the end of 2015 and intends to sea-trial
new designs of nets. It is anticipated that
a further phase of the project will be in
place from January 2016 to continue
developing gears through to 2019.
The project will employ a manager,
Jennifer Mouat (theaegirconsultancy@
btinternet.com) with whom any
interested fisher can discuss ideas they
might have for improving gear selectivity.
A meeting will be convened to bring
together fishers and net-makers to
explore ideas.
All ideas will be benchmarked against
the Seafish gear database and other
available information, and if agreed worth
pursuing, may be funded to produce the
net and conduct sea trials with scientific
observers.
The project will obtain derogations
for trialling innovative gear which might
not comply with current regulations or
established gear categories. The project
will try to ensure that the skipper who
comes forward with an idea will be the
skipper who trials it. At the end of the
project all the information on the gear
and data obtained will be available for
use throughout the fleet.
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